Great Leader brings visit to close with addresses at noon and evening meetings.

Throughout the impressions which the new epoch has left behind it, and in the continents was the need of raising the powers to harmonize and unify, will meet a new and modern world. With some

Next, gave a glimpse of the life of a great man. In the case of the great, the life of a great.

Great, visit, and attribute her greatness to the personal influence of her husband. The greatness of the world, and attributed to the greatness of the world, is found in the knowledge of the world.

Philosophical predictions of most interesting and novel predictions of the world.

The Pennsylvania Orchestra, in Sixth and Last Appearance of Season at University, Will Play Many Popular Compositions. Marked by Wealth of Melody.

programme.

1. JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, Suite, D Major
2. VIOLA ANTHONY MOZART, Symphony to G Minor
3. Allegro maestro
4. Andante
5. Vivace
6. Fugue

WOLFANG AMADEUS MOZART, "A Midsummer Night's Dream" (1787-1791)
(Rhode No. 509)

Verdant,

Mozart, "A Midsummer Night's Dream," with a tuneful overture, followed by music of the famous "Wedding March," and concluding with the Boys' Chorus, contains music of this kind.

The Preludes and Fugues of the "Great Key" of vestige of the opulent and opulent music of the world.
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In the history of this University in regard to the Pennsylvania line-up for a university in the nation, as in many another, story is beyond telling. It will not be told.

That is a secret. Pennsylvania has never been a great educational force and advantage to Pennsylvania; it has given a place to the Pennsylvanians to sacrifice and work out the University's life in years to come.

I««

Walter Frank wins his heron for the last time this year in Wrightstone Hall this evening. Pennsylvania is intent on showing him the appreciation in which he and his men are held and what the University thinks and feels about the coming of the Philadelphia Orchestra part in Pennsylvania is concerned.

DIAMOND STARS FLASHING

Fathers' Month at Clayley Club
White Turners Send Time
Shoes Solidly

After preceding regularly, for a month under the supervision of Coach Tipton, the boys owed men on the original squad are now in splendid condition to begin work operations, which they will do as soon as the weather makes it possible. His selection of tryout, out of all the trials required to pick a team to determine the best man for any individual position, the Coach has been surprised with his material, so that when the men get on the diamond those will be lost in the big paces of play, as the All-American eights.

The varsity crew have reported for practice after the vacation, and last year's freshman, Smith, Harrison, and Ed Thayer are showing up splendidly, and should make beautiful weight on the positions left by the graduation of Merrick and Coggeshall. The rowing freight and equipment of the Pennsylvanians is now a force, as an addition to the building staff, Pierce, 1922, is sure to make it ability to stay with the fast company of college aces.

Barnes has been working with the split ball under Coach Thomas, and is in a fair way to equal the particular individual. Fuller, Clark, who, while at Princeton, twice defeated Pennsylvania by his incredible twirling, and who is now in the Law School, reports daily for practice, but has not fully committed himself as to whether or not he is a candidate for the team.

SOCCER TEAM DEFEATED

'Varsity' Leans to Frankford Cricket Club by the Score of 2 to 0.

In a rough and spirited game the 'Varsity soccer men were defeated by the Frankford Cricket Club at Frankford, last Saturday, by the score of 2 to 0. Poor pressing and a lack of cohesion team work resulted in Pennsylvanians' defeat.

In every other department the Red and Blue men outplayed their opponents, remaining constantly on the offensive, penetrating the high, homestanding for the team's own territory throughout almost the entire game.

Graham showed up unusually well, while the work of Penn and Crockett was excellent and high standard. Frankford's fullbacks easily outplayed their opponents in the first half of fast work and aggressiveness. Pennsylvania's backfield follows:

Forward, Penn; inside right, Irving; outside right, Truitt; inside left, West; outside left, Pfeffer; center half, Crockett; right half, Yost; left half, Graham; fullbacks, Deane and Martin; goal tender, Williams.

SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY, Inc., St. Louis and New York, U. S. A.
FOWNES

GRAPPLES VANQUISHED

Despite Improvement They Fail to

Break Losing Streak and Go

Down Before Ithaca.

Cornell's wrestling team, which has

this far shown itself to be the stron-

gest combination in the Interstate

Association, defeated the Varsity

team Railway afternoon in the Gym-

nasium by the score of 6 to 1.

The meet was not as one-sided as

the score would seem to indicate,

since Cornell got only two falls, all its

other victories being decisions on

points. The one victory by Pennsylvania

was the result of a fall secured by

Captain Graham in the 155-pound

class.

The biggest surprise of the meet

was the defeat of Belmont in the

heavyweight class. Belmont had

beaten of his men in rapid shape in the

Comstock meet, and was considered

almost invincible against any of the

newer heavies in the league.

None of the dual meets went toward

the championship of the colleges, and

since the improvement of the team

has been much greater than had been

expected academy by the score of 29

to 13, previous to the "Varsity game

on Saturday that the lower Council had

scored first for the visitors, the Presi-

dent struck their Stratford and took

a safe lead on a series of field goals

by Turner, Pierce and Jourdet. The

Arizona players were outmatched and

could only hold the score to three

buzzer eig, Turner lost with

Field goals—Dartington, Consell, Tur-

编制等。在田径比赛中，Turner 以 7 分

TURKISH

BL4ND

CIGARETTES

20 for 15 cts.

A quality cigarette of more pleasing

fragrance than the ordinary Turkish

smoke—no ideal blend everyone likes.

Because there's no expense for brilli-

ant boxes, gilt frills, etc., we put ten

extra cigarettes in every package.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

Atlantic City, N. J.

AMERICA'S GREATEST AND MOST POPU-

LAR HEALTH AND PLEASURE RESORT.

Particularly attractive during winter and

spring months. Modern health clubs, indoor

swimming, dancing, bowling, etc. Spring

and fall tournaments of all kinds. Write

for information about special rates.

We are the recognized

Headquarters for Col-

lege, Literary and Pro-

fessional people. You

are cordially invited to

come and enjoy a fresh

Write for our special College

rates.

FULL DRESS SUITS

• It is conceded that we make more dress suits than any other firm in the city

—a fact of which we are justly proud; and we mean to retain that honor by the

same means that we won it: hard work, quality, price, style and several other

things.

• At $35, $40, $45 and $50 they are much better than you usually get at

these prices; at $55, $60 and $65 they will equal the high-priced suit's taken

at $75 to $80.

• We put large outlet in all our dress suits so they can be made bigger should

you gain in weight. A ready-made suit does not contain these features, so avoid

them for your own good. With the Opera and social season in the foreground,

now is the time to have one made; one week or less will do the work.

• A white or pearl vest is usually worn with a dress-coat and we have nearly

one hundred patterns from which to select.

• We would be very glad to have you and your friends call, as we think we

can interest you.
FRANKLIN FIELD CHOSEN

Intercollegiate Track Championships to Be Decided at Pennsylvania

Franklin Field will be the scene of the annual track and field meet of the Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes of America this spring, according to the vote taken at a recent meeting held yesterday at Brandeis University, New York. The meet will be held on the last Friday and Saturday in May. It was also decided that in 1911 the meet will be held at Syracuse.

It had been expected that Harvard would be able to hold the great track event held on Soldiers Field either this year or next, but Delegate Little of the Crimson, instead, moved that Pennsylvania be awarded the meet.

Four new officers, Colgate, Wesleyan, Rutgers, and Pennsylvania State, were admitted to membership, and three others, Harvard, Amherst, and Johns Hopkins, were dropped. Later however, Waverly and Amherst were readmitted.

The report of the treasurer showed a balance of $1,600 in the red of the Association. A dividend was then declared to Cornell, Pennsylvania, Yale, Princeton, and Dartmouth, these being the colleges running more than ten in the meet last year at Chapel Hill.

It was decided that the date of the meet remained the same, and should be changeable from reason to reason, the date to be fixed by the Executive Committee not later than May 20 in each year.

The following officers were chosen for the coming year: H. K. Gill, move, of Princeton, president; Rutherford M. Taylor, secretary of New York University, secretary; E. H. McCord, treasurer. Leo Little, of Harvard, M. W. Ogden, of Yale, B. H. Burns, of Pennsylvania, and A. C. Hastings, of Cornell,组成Executive Committee, G. B. Bartlett, of Amherst, and D. D. Ryan, of Yale, were elected honorary vice-presidents.

Of the Western college newspapers no members of the association before the admission of the four new ones, all but Brown, Pittsburgh, Johns Hopkins, Reeds, Northfield and Utah were represented.

NOTICES

Service practice at 3, P. M. at Franklin Field today.

Early today for Tuesday, March 16, Bittick will be present to be written in on Tuesday, March 16.

Ceremony to b3 held on Monday, March 15, 1910, the service will proceed on the field of De Lincy vs. Hillwell, 1st, i.,

There will be a number of the United States Club on Wednesday evening, March 25, at 8 o'clock, in Board Hall. It is expected that every member will be present.

Disagreeing Opinion: From beginning of the 1909 season page 250 end of first paragraph page 207. From last paragraph page 236 to first paragraph page 250. From second paragraph page 251 to end of sentence page 226, L. T.坏了.

W. H. Enslow & Sons have always proved the most popular tailor for Pennsylvania students, because that they have the "young man idea," because the prices are moderate, and because they offer the student 15 per cent. discount. 1028 Chestnut Street.

THE Label in a Collar

SHIRT is your guarantee that everything in the shirt is right.

All you have to look for is the Label. You like.

Clymer "Double" Shirts

Clymer "Double" Shirts

DREKA

VISITING CARDS, CORRECT STYLES
STATIONERY, WITH OFFICIAL FRATERNITY EMBLEMS
BANQUET RENTS, MARCH PROMJlFERE WIR ALLENS
1121 Chestnut Street

Individual Photographs

THAT ARE INDIVIDUALS

and will differ from the kind supplied made for reproduction in class records.

If you make your next sitting.

POTT STUDIO

1318 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA

A Revelation in Custom Tailoring

If your clothes are not individually and properly cut, they will not be correct.

Make New Ones

World renowned.

In the Normal

BARBER SHOP

FIRST-CLASS SERVICE

MANICURING

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

715 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

Gilbert & Bacon

1030 Chestnut St.

THE Normalic

GRILL ROOM

MEETING PLACE FOR UNIVERSITY MEN

BELL TELEPHONE, Filbert 4160

C. Williams & Sons

CHAIRS, TABLES, AND CANOEES TO HIRE

255 South 12th Street

Philadelphia

MEXICAN INDIAN BLANKETS

THE Best Thing For your College Room, Desk, Library or music room. For Caves, home, Crockrooms, Porches and Wall Decorations.

GILBERT'S MEXICAN BLANKETS

MEXICAN INDIAN BLANKETS

BEAUTIFUL BEIGE

New for favoring background: Old Colors, Mix

B. E., Green, White, Black

10 TO 50 PER CENT. DISCOUNT

THE NORMALIC
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